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What to do if my child or I am sick?
Monday-Friday:






Child MUST have an RG referral form FILLED OUT BY THEIR HOUSE MAMA to present for
medical evaluation
Child MUST have an escort (such as another student or their Mama herself) to medical clinic
HOURS: 10:30-2:00 every day, Monday through Friday
There will be NO scheduled clinic hours on Saturdays or Sundays unless an emergency
medical condition arises.

** Starting June 3rd, ALL RG medical care will take place in the Walter Cooper Sandusky
Clinic (WCS Clinic). RG Mamas, students, staff, workers, and/or teachers will need to present to
the WCS clinic ONLY on Monday-Fridays from 10:30-2:00pm.


If NOT interfering with their required work obligation, any RG employee may utilize the WCS
clinic hours of operation available to the community from 11-5pm every Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday. **Discounted rates for any RG employee will apply for any medical
treatment or lab evaluation received at the WCS clinic.

What to do if my child or I have an EMERGENCY?
“EMERGENCY” DEFINED: Fever >102, seizures (whole body shaking and not able to control

voluntarily), respiratory failure (not breathing), compound fracture (can see bone), active hemorrhage
(bleeding unable to be stopped when pushing on it with a washcloth and moderate pressure),
unconsciousness (unable to get child/adult to respond when directly talking to them loudly or pinching
their fingernails very firmly and painfully), snake bite, head trauma (any direct injury to child/adult’s
head such as falling from top bunk and hitting head directly on floor), other significant medical
concern of supervising mama or adult.

WHAT TO DO:
 Day-time- Mama or an adult in direct vicinity of injured person(s)- (1) Order one non-injured

person to go physically bring Doctor ON CALL to area of injury right away; (2) Clear room of all
other persons except yourself, one other helpful adult and the injured person(s); (3) Call Doctor
ON CALL and Staff ON CALL right away; (4) Do not move the injured person(s) in anyway- if
they sit up or move independently, encourage them to lie still until Doctor and Staff arrive; (5)
When Doctor arrives, stay to assist in anyway needed; (6) When Staff arrives, ensure noninjured persons are being supervised/cared for NOT at scene of injury.



Night-time- Mama or adult in direct vicinity of injured person(s)- (1) Call Staff ON CALL; (2)

Staff ON CALL to call Doctor ON CALL immediately (**Staff ON CALL to go physically bring
Doctor ON CALL to area of injured person(s) if unable to reach by phone); (3) Mama or person
in direct vicinity of injured person(s) also needs to order one non-injured person to go
physically bring Doctor to area of injury (**if someone is available and if it is safe for them to
leave at that time of night); (4) Clear room of all other persons except yourself, injured
person(s) and one other helpful adult or person if available; (5) Do NOT move the injured
person(s) in anyway- if they sit up or move independently, encourage them to lie still until the
Doctor and Staff arrive; (6) When Doctor and Staff arrive, stay to assist in anyway needed and
ensure the non-injured persons are being supervised/cared for in area outside of injured
person(s) direct vicinity (REFERENCE STAFF PHONE TREE FOR REQUIRED NUMBERS)
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Beatrice Nursing Assistant to RG Students Policy
1) WOUNDS- will visit Dr. Bridget in clinic as needed to retrieve necessary supplies (plasters, wound
cream, hydrogen peroxide, gauze sponges); will ONLY treat RG students who have a current “medical
referral form” (white slip) signed by Drs. Tim/Bridget/CO; will limit care to wound cleansings, wound
cream application and wound dressings (as detailed care plan is delineated by overseeing MD on
student’s white slip); encouraged to assist in student education and empowerment as well as assist in any
necessary communication to the house mama- such as education on personal wound care at time of
bathing, strongly discouraging habits such as picking at wounds or not wearing shoes while playing
outside, etc.; will document care given and date/time on student’s white slip; will also document any
care given on provided Medical Treatment Form (** please be sure to capture all data on this form
including student’s full name, pod/house #, diagnosis and treatment, including quantity of medical
supply or medication dispensed, as this information is vital to track all care in the student’s
permanent chart).
2) FLU- will visit Dr. Bridget in clinic as needed to retrieve necessary medications (ColdEase elixir and
dispensing cup); will ONLY treat RG students who have a current “medical encounter form” (white
slip) signed by Drs. Tim/Bridget/CO; will limit treatment to dispensing Coldease (10mL every 8 hours
ONLY unless otherwise documented on the student’s current white form) as delineated by MD on the
student’s current white slip; encouraged to assist in student education and empowerment as well as assist
in any necessary communication to the house mama- such as encouraging warm salt water “gargles” at
night before bed, NOT sharing household items such as cups/toothbrushes/spoons with affected student,
emphasizing the importance of “covering your mouth” with cough/sneeze, emphasizing the importance
of hand washing to limit disease transmission, etc; will document care given and date/time on student’s
white slip; will also document any care given on provided Medical Treatment Form (** please be sure
to capture all data on this form including student’s full name, pod/house #, diagnosis and
treatment, including quantity of medical supply or medication dispensed, as this information is
vital to track all care in the student’s permanent chart).
3) PAIN- will visit Dr. Bridget in the clinic as needed to retrieve necessary supplies (Ibuprofen 200mg);
will ONLY treat RG students who have a current “medical encounter form” (white slip) signed by Drs.
Tim/Bridget/CO; will limit treatment to dispensing Ibuprofen 200mg (one tablet ONLY with meals/food
every 8 hours unless otherwise documented on the student’s current white form) as delineated by MD on
the student’s current white slip; encouraged to assist in student education and empowerment as well as
assist in any necessary communication to the house mama- such as importance of limiting activity (i.e.
futbol/jumping/recreational activities) on injured extremity, utility of massage on affected sites of
muscular injuries, cold application on swelling (i.e. swollen foot submerged in pot of cold water for
15mins twice daily), etc.; will document care given and date/time on student’s white slip; will also
document any care given on provided Medical Treatment Form (** please be sure to capture all data
on this form including student’s full name, pod/house #, diagnosis and treatment, including
quantity of medical supply or medication dispensed, as this information is vital to track all care in
the student’s permanent chart).
**Will turn the provided Medical Treatment Form into Dr. Bridget at end of every month (and request one
sooner if form gets filled up).
**Will call “MD on CALL” immediately with any medical emergency (Dr. Bridget 0790463230, Dr. Tim
0392965017) or any treatment concern/question outside of that which is delineated on the student’s’ white slip.
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**Will assist RG’s medical ministry through student education and empowerment as well as assisting in any
necessary communication to the house mamas on:
1) The proper definition and assessment of a “medical emergency” and empowering the inquiring student
or mama to use the protocol as previously delineated by Dr. Bridget (refer them to the laminated copy of
this protocol in their home- in short: NON-EMERGENCY goes to clinic, Monday-Friday, 10:30-2pm,
hours extended to 5pm on Tues-Thurs); EMERGENCY should send responsible student/assistant to
call or physically retrieve MD on call, one overseeing adult in the immediate vicinity should stay with
affected patient, overseeing adult in immediate vicinity should send for another responsible adult to
assist with other household or classroom children if scenario requires)
2) The importance for student safety and social responsibility and the associated MANDATE that all
student’s walk promptly and directly to the clinic and back during the previously stated office hourswithout any detour otherwise to garbage pits, other PODs, construction sites, missionary homes, high
grass, or otherwise.
3) The critical attention for the student’s overall health and the concurrent PROBITION for any garbage
pit entry/scavenging/eating, any construction site play, tree-climbing, Nile River visitation, or other
dangerous activities as communicated by ChildCare, house mamas, RG staff, teachers, or missionaries.
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#:_______

MEDICAL CLINIC
NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH:
RG STAFF (CIRCLE): YES OR NO
CHIEF COMPLAINT:

VITALS: BPALLERGIES:
MD NOTES:

TEMP-

HR-

DATE:
DISTRICT:

WT-

LAB RESULTS:
DIAGNOSIS:
ASSESSMENT/PLAN:

MD SIGNATURE:
PAID/PAYROLL DEDUCTION (CIRCLE ONE) TOTAL:
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MEDICAL CLINIC
PATIENT REFERRAL
PATIENT NAME:
DISTRICT:
REFERRING PHYSICIAN:

DATE:

DIAGNOSIS:
REFERRAL REQUISITION:

MD SIGNATURE:
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